jennifer collier
Paper Rose Tutorial
You will need:
*Found/recycled papers – be creative, this can be ANYTHING.
Wrapping paper, wallpaper, ethical toilet roll wrappers etc…
*A circle to draw round- a bowl or plate etc
*Pen or pencil
*Scissors
*Glue (IDEALLY a strong clear glue like Bostic or UHU, but whatever you haveit will just take longer to dry if pritt stick or PVA).
*Stick - again, be creative, this could be a twig/wire/skewer/pipe cleaner/ dried up
felt tip/ lolly stick etc
1. On a piece of paper draw a circle – this can just be free hand (as in nature
flowers are not neat and symmetrical) or draw round a circle like a bowl or plate.
2. Cut this out- again it does not need to be neat, as flowers are wonky.
3. On the outside edge cut a spiral into this, like peeling an orange/apple, without
breaking the peel leaving a small circle shape in the middle (This will look like a
coiled snake with a pointy tail at the end and a little round head in the middle
(PIC?)
4. Decorated side UP fold a small hem on the OUTSIDE edge all the way to
centre.
5. Starting at the pointy end, decorated side up with the hem on the outside edge,
twist into a loose coil until you get to the centre. If this is tight you get more of a
rose bud, or if loose more of a blousy rose, which will make all of your flowers
slightly different.
6. Put glue inside the coil that has formed and on circle bit in the centre and
push the centre of the coil into this circle until the glue dries (about 1 min with a
strong clear glue, but will take a little while if pritt stick or PVA).
7. Push a stick up through the centre and glue in place to form the stem.
8. Make a whole bunch to give to a loved one. Use different papers, sizes of circles
and coil some looser and tighter so add variety to the bunch.
9. Share using the hastag #jennifercolliermake and pass this make on to
others to do to!

